Swiss Tigers

While in the twilight of its career, some two dozen Northrop F-5 Tiger IIs still supports the Schweizer
Luftwaffe, 40 years after its introduction.
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At the point the Swiss would eventually decide to
buy the Northrop F-5E in 1975, many evaluations
and parliamentary discussions in view of acquiring
new fighter aircraft had passed. Following the
locally infamous Mirage scandal, after which
the air force ended up with only 57 instead of
100 of these aircraft, the Swiss air force was
looking for a replacement for their Hawker
Hunters, De Havilland Venoms and DH
Vampires. In 1969, the Fiat G-91Y and Vought
A-7G Corsair II were serious candidates, with
a preference to the latter. However, the
parliament found the Corsair too costly, and
the programme stalled. Instead, 30 extra
second-hand Hunter Mk 58As were obtained
as interim solution. From June 1971, the
Dassault Mirage Milan and again the A-7 were
evaluated, resulting in the parliamentary
military committee’s proposal to buy 60 A-7S
aircraft in August 1972. But again this plan
was axed as being too expensive, and in

November 1972 another 30 second-hand Hunter Mk
58As were bought.

Peace Alps
Another replacement programme was started in
1973, and data of various aircraft types were
compared, such as the Hawker Siddeley Harrier,
McDonnell F-4E Phantom, Dassault Mirage F-1,
Saab AJ/JA37 Viggen and the Northrop F-5E Tiger
II. Later, the Douglas A-4N Skyhawk and Fiat G-91Y
were added to the list.

A major issue – beside the available funds – was
that the Swiss defence ministry had not clearly
stated their requirements for the new aircraft in view
of the roles it had to fulfil. When it became clear that
an air superiority fighter was required, the ground
attack aircraft (Harrier, Skyhawk and G-91) were
deleted from the list. The remaining four were
thoroughly evaluated,
and eventually the F5E was selected.
Decisive were the
facts that the Tiger II
was regarded as not
too complex, so that it
could also be flown by
part-time militia pilots;
it would fit into the
cavern
mountain
hangars; and it would
be a cost-effective
solution
regarding
acquirement and daily
operation.
On 27 August 1975,
the
parliament
accepted
the
Rüstungsprogramm
1975
(armament
programme 1975) that
included
the

acquisition of 66 F-5Es and six F-5F dual-seat
trainers. The contract known as Peace Alps and
worth 1,170 million SFR was signed with Northrop in
March 1976. All F-5Fs and the first 13 F-5Es were
US-built and airlifted by C-5A Galaxies to
Switzerland, while the remaining aircraft were
assembled at Emmen by the Eidgenössische
Flugzeugwerke F+W (Federal Aircraft Company
F+W). The first Galaxy arrived at Emmen
on 22 August 1978, and deliveries
commenced later that year, when the
Tigers started to equip the first squadrons
of the Überwachungsgeschwader (UeG),
the Swiss air force air surveillance wing
that was created in 1941 to counter
airspace violations during WW II, mainly
from German side.
The UeG, and all other flying units,
reported to Fliegerbrigade 31 (Air Brigade
31). The F-5E entered service with
Fliegerstaffel 18 (FlSt 18) and FlSt 11,
both based at Dübendorf, from October
1978. These active units of the UeG,
manned by full-time pilots, achieved the
fully operational status by October 1979.
Next, two militia squadrons (FlSt 19 and
FlSt 8) converted to the Tiger, turning in
their Hunters that were subsequently
passed on to other reserve units, replacing their
ageing DH-112 Venoms. The Hunter would
eventually even remain in service until December
1995.
On 4 June 1981, the Swiss parliament agreed on
Rüstungsprogramm 1981 that included the 770

million SFR Peace Alps II contract, for 38 additional
Tigers (32 F-5E and 6 F-5F). All were assembled in
Emmen except for the first F-5E (serialled J-3067),
and deliveries were completed on 26 March 1985.
This batch allowed for more units to transfer to the
new aircraft. FlSt 1 – another full-time UeG
squadron at Dübendorf alongside FlSt 11 and 18 received the F-5. Militia squadrons FlSt 13 and
Escadrille d’Aviation 6 (EscAv 6) transferred to the
new aircraft as well, replacing their Venoms and
Hunters, respectively. The aircraft delivered under
Peace Alps II featured a grey flattened radome that
improved longitudinal stability at a high angle-ofattack. The rest of the fleet was subsequently
retrofitted similarly.

was deleted, as approaches were flown either
visually or with the help of a Ground-ControlledApproach operator. Interestingly, some of the
reserve airfields in-between the high mountain
ridges featured instrument approaches with 11degree glide-slopes, making alpine jet flying
extremely challenging until landing, especially in
marginal weather conditions.

For its air defence role, the Tigers could be armed
with two AIM-9P Sidewinders (locally dubbed Siwa),
beside the two nose-mounted M39A2 20-mm
cannons. Radar fitted in the F-5E/F is the Emerson
AN/APG-69. For air combat training missions, dayglo dummy missiles are often carried on one of the
wing tips for better recognition, in addition to a dayglo 275-USG (1,040-lt) centreline fuel tank. The
avionics package included single VHF and UHF
radios and TACAN receiver, while the ILS receiver

units temporarily moved to their wartime locations
such as Alpnach, Meiringen, Mollis, Sion and
Turtmann. Except for Sion, mountain hangars were
available on these locations, and each cavern could
house a squadron of 12 aircraft, including some that
were lifted towards the tunnel ceiling. The main Tiger
maintenance and overhaul centre was located at
Interlaken, until this facility closed down on 31
December 1999.

Reorganisations
For nearly two decades, the F-5Es formed the
backbone of the Swiss air defence alongside the
Mirage IIISs of FlSt 16 and EscAv 17. During their
annual 14-day mobilisation exercises, as well as
additional regular one-week training courses, the

Swiss airspace is quite narrow, and the airway
corridors crossing it limit military training
opportunities. To counter this, the air force examined
the possibility to temporarily deploy abroad, and for
the first time in UeG’s history, pilots were given such
an opportunity when six Tigers and six Mirage IIISs
flew training missions from Decimomannu, Sardinia
over the ACMI range between 7 and 18 January
1985. Swiss F-5s also flew to Vidsel, Sweden for

live-firing exercises, and between 1990 and 2000,
Tigers took part in the annual Norka (NordseeKampagne) exercises, operating out of RAF
Waddington, UK. The Tiger fleet has also seen

action in five rare one-day highway exercises, the
last of these (exercise Strada) being held on the N2
public road in Ticino on 14 November 1991. Today,
these road strips are no longer maintained to cut
costs, but also due to the huge impact on local
economics in case of closing down part of the
country’s busy road system.
On 1 January 1996, a new armed forces structure
called Armee 95 came into effect. A cost-cutting and
efficiency
improvement
programme leading to this
structure, that also included the
retirement of the Hunter, resulted
in a downsized air arm, while
ground-based
anti-aircraft
defence units integrated with the
air force. Jet operations at
Alpnach had ceased in late
1994, and its units were
reassigned different wartime
locations (FlSt 11 to Meiringen;
FlSt 19 to Mollis). Other
squadrons relocated as well,
including EscAv 6 (from Sion to
nearby Turtmann) and FlSt 13
(from Meiringen to Payerne).
Meanwhile, FlSt 18 had moved
permanently from Dübendorf to
Payerne. Armee 95 would also
see the introduction of the
McDonnell Douglas F/A-18C and
-D Hornet, replacing the Mirage
IIIS but also partly the F-5E. In
the spring of 1998, FlSt 18
exchanged its Tigers for Hornets,
while FlSt 11 received Hornets
one year later.
In December 1999, FlSt 16
retired the last Swiss Mirage IIIS.
As jet operations at Mollis ended
simultaneously, the squadron’s
cavern facilities at Buochs were
taken
over
by
FlSt19.
Meanwhile,
FlSt
16
was
reactivated as Ausbildungs- und
Dienststaffel 16 (Training and
Service Squadron 16), simply
referred to as Staffel 16, with its
cadre based at Dübendorf. This
squadron would form an allround unit with various tasks.
New pilots graduated from the
pilot school joined Staffel 16 to
amass flying hours and wait here for a conversion
training slot on the Hornet, that would become
available upon seniority. Staffel 16 also supplied
Dissimilar Air Combat (DACT) training to the Hornet

units, and provided ECM training by F-5Fs of which
three J-3210/12) can be equipped with the Vista 5
(Ericsson Erijammer A-100) jamming system,
operated from the back seat. Finally, more senior
full-time pilots who no longer flew the Hornet,
maintained their flying skills with Staffel 16.
The F-5F also became the main platform for training
new jet pilots, following the withdrawal of the Hawk
Mk 66 trainers in December 2002. Trainee jet pilots
who graduated the PC-7 course with the
Pilotenschule at Magadino now joined the
Pilotenschule Jet-linie (Jet Pilot School) to train on
the F-5F at Emmen and Sion. Remarkably, the Tiger
was regarded an easy and suitable training
instrument, even better suited than the Hawk
according to some flight instructors, and the Swiss
did not consider the leap from Turbo Trainer to Tiger
as too large. Anyway, the F-5’s career as advanced
pilot trainer was short-lived. Following the delivery of
the Pilatus PC-21, Pilotenklasse ‘03 (Pilot Class ‘03)
was the last course to train on the F-5F, graduating
in April 2008.
Armee XXI
On 1 January 2004, another re-structuration
programme, known as Armee XXI, came into effect.
The Armee XXI plan was launched by the Defence
Ministry in October 2001 as a project to cut costs
and shrink the size of the armed forces once more,
in order to make these more flexible, efficient and
effective. After the parliament approved the
programme on 4 October 2002, 76 percent of the
Swiss public voted in favour of it by referendum on
18 May 2003. Regarding the air force, Armee XXI
meant a significant decrease in numbers of
equipment and units. The air arm’s main task was
formulated as air defence and policing. Situated in
the heart of Europe, a huge number of aircraft cross
Swiss airspace daily, making air policing necessary.
The 11 September 2001 attacks had shown
vulnerability to slow-moving intruders. Additional
tasks established for the air arm were air
transportation,
aerial
reconnaissance,
SAR,
medevac and disaster relief. All these duties were
assigned to the Überwachungsgeschwader 85 (Air
Surveillance Wing 85). UeG 85 was controlled

directly by Lehrverband Flieger 31 (Training Unit
31), a newly established group in Armee XXI out of
the former Fliegerbrigade 31 as well as the
Flugplatzbrigade 32 (Air Base Brigade 32). It is
responsible to supply the air force with adequate
training to fulfil its main tasks.
In Armee XXI, the F-5E/F fleet was reduced to 54
aircraft, with all two-seaters remaining on strength.
As a consequence, two squadrons (FlSt 1 and FlSt
13) disbanded on 31 December 2003. FlSt 1 was
the last Tiger squadron of the UeG 85 run by fulltime pilots. Turtmann, FlSt 1’s wartime location, was
officially closed the same day. Earlier that year, in
March, the last annual mobilisation exercise had
taken place here. Militia squadron EscAv 6, that was
colocated with FlSt 1 at Turtmann, moved to
Payerne in 2004.
Payerne-based FlSt 13, another reserve unit, was
also deactivated in view of the fleet reduction.
Furthermore, it had been decided to end jet
operations at Dübendorf, and the last F-5s departed
this base on 15 December 2004, with Staffel 16
moving to Payerne. There, this squadron was
stationed until late 2008, when the unit disbanded.
In the meantime, night flights were no longer carried
out by the Tiger squadrons. The number of night
flight slots available for the air force became limited
due to noise regulations, and therefore were only
allocated to the operational Hornet squadrons from
then on. as there was no tactical need anymore for
the Tigers to fly in darkness.
The foreseen reduction in operational Tigers as a
result of Armee XXI enabled Armasuisse, a defence
ministry department responsible for amongst others
the disposal of army equipment, to offer 46 surplus
F-5Es for sale. Due to the further reduction of
operational aircraft in the ‘Luftwaffe 06’ structure that
became active in 2006, another ten were redundant.
Customers for all 56 aircraft were found.
Reverse Foreign Military Sales deal
On 10 August 2002, 32 F-5Es were sold to the USA
in a contract with the Naval Air Systems Command
for 18.6 million USD, with an option for 12 more. The
aircraft were destined to replace similar aircraft that
were slightly older, but had logged much more flying

hours: some 7,000 compared to the 2,300 on
average for the former Swiss examples. Also, the
original US aircraft had suffered significant airframe
stress through their years of adversary training.

The selected airframes were serialled J-3002/03,
3006/07, 3009/12, 3016, 3019/23, 3026/27, 3029,
3031/32, 3034/35, 3037, 3039/40, 3045/47,
3050/51, 3053, 3061 and 3064. RUAG in Emmen
prepared these aircraft for airlifting, that was carried
out by USNavy C-130T aircraft. The airlift of the first
aircraft (J-3026) was planned for March 2003, but
was temporarily suspended by the Swiss
government in a reaction to the US-led war against
the then Iraqi regime. On 2 May 2003, it was
transported to Northrop Grumman in St. Augustine,
Florida. After arrival, the aircraft were stripped
completely for a major overhaul, and received a new
performance monitoring system, anti-skid brakes, an
AN/ALE-40 chaff/flare system, a radar warning
receiver, a new inertial navigation system, a new Swiss – clock, new fuel cells and a vertical stabilizer.
The aircraft were redesignated F-5N – similar to the
F-16N – and equipped USNavy’s VFC-13 ‘Fighting
Saints’ at NAS Fallon, Nevada and USMC’s VMFT401 ‘Snipers’ at MCAS Yuma, Arizona, enabling
them to retire their old F-5Es. The first F-5N (ex J3026, now serialled 761551) was delivered to VFC13 on 16 March 2004.
The initial deal was regarded such a bargain, that
the option for 12 extra aircraft (J-3001, 3008,
3024/25, 3043, 3049, 3054/55, 3058, 3060, 3066
and 3075) was confirmed and funded in FY 2004
and 2005. J-3001, the former test aircraft, only
logged 1,544 flying hours in Swiss service. These
additional deliveries allowed VFC-13 to establish a
permanent detachment at NAS Key West, which
was established in October 2005. Eventually, the
detachment was expanded to squadron size, and
subsequently VFC-111 ‘Sundowners’ was formed.
The last of the 44 aircraft (J-3025) was airlifted out
of Emmen on 13 November 2007.
The delivery of the Tigers did not solve the lack of
two-seat F-5F aircraft with the US adversary

squadrons. Only very few of those were in service
with little hours left, and Swiss dual-seaters were not
available to acquire. An unorthodox solution was
found when a team of Northrop Grumman, together
with the Naval Air Systems Command (NASC) at
NAS Patuxent River, designed and built three
‘Franken-Tigers’. For this project, taking some two
years for each airframe, the cockpit and tail sections
of a USN F-5F were merged with a former Swiss F5E centre section. Simultaneously, a Block I avionics
upgrade was carried out, including the new LN-260
Inertial Navigation Unit. The first modified F-5F
aircraft, using the airframe of J-3061 and now
serialled 761586, first flew on 25 November 2008
and was delivered to VMFT-401 on 9 December
2008. The second Franken-Tiger (serialled 810834,
using part of J-3075) joined service with VFC-111 on
19 December 2008, while the last one (761580,
using the J-3055 centre section) was delivered to
VFC-13 in 2010.
F-5N/F serials adopted by the US were the initial
USAF serials allocated under the FMS programme,
as 6-digit Bureau Numbers (e.g. J-3001 became
761526, etc.). The last of the 41 refurbished F-5Ns
serialled 761550 (ex J-3025) was handed over to
the USNavy by Northrop Grumman on 29 April
2009.
Austrian lease
On 9 March 2004, a contract was signed with
neighbouring Austria to lease 12 F-5Es for a period
for four years. These aircraft filled the gap between
their Saab J35OE Draken withdrawal that took place
on 22 December 2005, and first Eurofighter Typhoon

deliveries, which did not commence until 12 July
2007. The Tiger deal, worth an estimated 13.5
million EUR for each year (with a maximum set at 75
million EUR) included armament, logistics support at
Graz-Thalerhof air base, maintenance and training.
The Tigers equipped the 2.Staffel of the
Überwachungsgeschwader (air surveillance wing),
until 2006 reporting to Fliegerregiment 2 whereafter
the
Kommando
Luftraumüberwachung
was

established, directly controlling the air surveillance
wing. The conversion course for Austrian Tiger pilots
was nicknamed Operation Aquila, and the first four
started their training in Switzerland with Staffel 16 on
14 June 2004. Shortly thereafter, the first aircraft (J3005, 3030, 3033 and 3065, retaining their Swiss
serials in Austrian service) were handed over on 9
July at Graz-Thalerhof during an official ceremony.
The remaining eight (J-3004, 3014, 3036, 3038,
3041, 3052, 3056 and 3057) received an extra VHF
transceiver and ILS equipment in line with Austrian
standards before delivery, and were delivered in
2005. The first four aircraft were then retrofitted.
Although both parties had the option to extend the
lease, the contract was terminated mid-2008 as
planned, and the aircraft were returned in three
flights of four aircraft each on 30 June, 22 July and
24 July 2008. The Austrian Tiger fleet logged some
5,000 flying hours. Although the 12 aircraft had been
struck off the Swiss inventory in 2004, it was
decided that 10 aircraft would return to service with
the Swiss
air
force,
following
a
short
restandardisation programme in view of cockpit
layout. The first aircraft to re-enter service this way
was J-3036, on 26 November 2008.
The return of the Austrian Tigers allowed the Swiss
to keep a fleet size of 42 F-5Es and 12 F-5Fs (10 F5Es had been written off in accidents over the
years). These numbers corresponded with the
maximum as laid down earlier in the Armee XXI
programme. Due to the reduced requirement for
dual-seat aircraft, three F-5Fs had been stored since
2008, but could rejoin service anytime in case the
need arose.
Continued militia operations
Following the described units disbandments and
fleet reduction, the final operational Tigers continued
to serve with three militia squadrons, reserve units
that in peacetime operate out of the regular Swiss
main air bases, rather than having a fixed home
base. These squadrons would
only become fully operational in
wartime, and subsequently move
to their wartime locations. EscAv
6, together with Hornet squadron
EscAv 17, formed Escadre
d’Aviation 11 (Air Wing 11) at
Payerne. FlSt 8 and F/A-18 unit
FlSt 11 were based at Meiringen
while
controlled
by
Fliegergeschwader 13. Both FlSt
19 and F/A-18 squadron FlSt 18
relocated to Sion, where they
formed Fliegergeschwader 14.
Meiringen is the only base left
were jet aircraft can operate out

of cavern mountain hangars. These facilities had
been extensively overhauled at the turn of the
century to house FlSt 11's Hornets, with
reconstructions completed by 23 October 2003.
Unlike its Hunter predecessor, the F-5 cannot start
up its engines while towing. Alternatively, start-up is
accomplished outside in drive-through shelters,
where compressed air is used via a quick
donning/releasing system, fed via an underground
piping system. Unfortunately, due to the location of
the airfield, operations at Meiringen are limited
during the winter season due to persisting icing
conditions on the runway as sunlight does not reach
the runway then to warm it up. Also the fog in the
narrow valley becomes a factor, in combination with
limited instrument-flying navigation aids on the
airfield.
Each wing was controlled by the command unit of its
respective base (for example, Fliegergeschwader 14
was under command of Flugplatz Kommando Sion).
These respective base commands all reported
directly to the Einsatz Luftwaffe (Swiss Air Force Air
Component Command), a unit that, like the newly
established air base commands, became fully
operational on 1 January 2006 as part of the
Luftwaffe 06 programme. The Einsatz Luftwaffe
replaced UeG 85 that was deactivated on 31
December 2005, and is responsible for planning and
coordination of missions in support of the key air
force tasks which are home air defence, air transport
and reconnaissance missions conducted by Ranger
drones.
The Swiss F-5s were not allocated to one particular
squadron, but rotated around the various units and
bases depending on requirements. Nevertheless,
various aircraft do wear individual squadron
markings, even of squadrons which ended F-5
operations a long time ago. The Flugplatz
Kommando Meiringen was made responsible for
operational continuity of the Tiger fleet, including the

supply of training aids, maintenance support and
updating of manuals.
Exercises
The latest F-5 missions mainly comprised daytime
air policing; electronic warfare missions (equipped
with the Vista 5 jammer); target acquisition for both
air-to-air training of Hornet crews and ground-to air
gunnery crews; and radio activity detection in case
of mishaps abroad. To maintain the operational
standard of the militia squadrons, they were
activated fully for three consecutive weeks (following
Armee XXI - before that it was for two weeks only)
during which they operated out of their destined
wartime locations as mentioned above. These
exercises are still common practice within the Swiss
air force and are called Wiederholungskurs
(repetitive course), involving all flying and surface
units related to a specific base. Beside this,
squadrons also undergo a handful of one-week
training courses (Trainungskurs) each year, that are
flown from various locations, and are meant to keep
up the general proficiency. Most militia pilots have
joined jobs in civil aviation after their military career,
and annually fly some 50 hours to maintain their
skills. Due to the 2001 Swissair bankruptcy, career
perspectives had become rather pessimistic, as
previously, they could easily enter Swissair with an
advantageous place on the seniority list of pilots, but
that changed after that.
Until around 2006, militia pilots would remain parttime with the air force until the age of 36. Since then,
the air force no longer offers the option to become a
reserve pilot, and this age limit was subsequently
raised to 42, to prevent the three remaining militia
squadrons to ‘die out’ quickly. This way, the three
squadrons could keep their current strength until
2010. But, as replacement had not yet been
arranged, additional militia pilots had to convert to
the Tiger later, and the final conversion course was
not completed until 2016.

One F-5E was attached to Armasuisse on demand.
This department, formerly known as Gruppe

Rüstung (Arms Group), is responsible for evaluating,
acquiring and disposing of army equipment and falls
under direct responsibility of the defence ministry. In
the past, this unit operated the first Swiss F-5E (J3001), with special markings including day-glo and a
tiger head on the port side of the front fuselage. This
aircraft was later replaced by another one (J-3097),
while the J-3001 was brought back to standard
configuration and entered operational service with
the air force. As of 1 January 2006, J-3097 was
returned to operational status as well, but is still
available to Armasuisse for various test flights,
whenever needed.
Patrouille Suisse
Swiss Tigers have been a common sight in
European skies for decades. The air force maintains
two
official
air
demonstration
teams
as
ambassadors, including Patrouille Suisse, equipped
with six F-5Es. In 1995, they flew their first

demonstrations with Tigers. Soon after, 12 aircraft
received the team’s red-and-white colours, although
two of those cannot be equipped with the smoke
system. Due to the limited number of operational
airframes left, these aircraft also take part in the
day-to-day air force operations.
The team’s demo pilots all are operational Hornet
pilots, maintaining their rating on the F-5, and
rehearse and display mostly in their spare time. The
fact that they only part-time fly the Tiger, was
reported as a main factor in the only crash the team
suffered to date. On 9 June 2016, two aircraft
collided mid-air during a rehearsal over
Leeuwarden, Netherlands, resulting in one aircraft
(J-3086) lost. Fortunately, the pilot ejected safely
while the other aircraft (J-3088), although damaged,
landed safely. This aircraft was repaired and
returned into service.
Oddly, of the 10 F-5Es lost in accidents, half were
written off due to mid-air collisions. Two (J-3013 and
J-3018) encountered a Mirage IIIS in separate
occasions, while another two (J-3017 and J-3071)
hit each other.

TTE Replacement trajectory
As Tiger retirement was foreseen for 2013-2016, a
replacement programme had been started up in
time. On 27 June 2007, the parliament allocated 8
million SFR for a study to replace the F-5 fleet, and
in 2008 the Tiger Teilersatz TTE project (Partial Tiger
Replacement) was erected. Partial, as no 1:1
replacement was foreseen, since fewer aircraft were
needed due to more modern equipment and
increased reliability. The possibility to acquire
second-hand F/A-18C aircraft was researched but
dropped soon, since no airframes were available on
the market.
Major reason to replace the F-5s was to assure the
ability to defend the Swiss airspace for a prolonged
time. Although aged, the Tigers still are a valued
addition to the air force’s F/A-18 Hornets in view of
air policing, and with these Hornets only, a 24-hour
airborne presence of four aircraft could only be
maintained for some two weeks. In addition, the new
aircraft should be capable to carry out
reconnaissance tasks to fill the well recognized lack
of airborne sensors, partly caused by retiring the
Mirage IIIRS in 2003. Furthermore, reinstating the
air-to-ground capability with precision-guided
weapons following the retirement of the Maverickequipped Hunters in 1994 was on the wish list. The
Swiss air force was aiming for 33 new aircraft for
three squadrons.
On 7 January 2008, the Swiss defence ministry
completed informative talks with Dassault (Rafale),
EADS (Eurofighter), Gripen International (Gripen)
and Boeing (F/A-18E/F) with the request to put their
initial offers on the table for the TTE programme.
However, on 30 April 2008, Boeing announced it

would
not
enter
the
competition
due
to
disparities between the F-5
replacement requirements
and the capabilities of the
F/A-18E/F Block II Super
Hornet. The official offers
were handed over on 2 July
2008, and the acquisition
project was then started up
fully
with
the
three
remaining candidates, each
deploying two two-seat
aircraft to Emmen in the
second half of 2008 for a
comprehensive evaluation
programme with static and
flight testing. During this
evaluation, the aircraft were
flown by Swiss pilots, with a
factory test pilot occupying
the rear seat. Some 30 flights were conducted for
airborne and ground probes, including missions
flown together with F-5s and F/A-18s acting as
targets as well as formation flying. A few missions
were flown from Payerne, Sion and Meiringen for
noise measurements as well as checking
compatibility with the local infrastructure.
A second Request for Proposal was sent by
Armasuisse to the three manufacturers on 15
January 2009, based on buying 22 aircraft.
Alternatively, it was requested how many aircraft
would be available for a budget of 2.2 billion SFR.
These refreshed offers were then received by
Armasuisse on 17 April 2009, but had to be updated
once more by 6 November 2009. Originally, a
decision on the winning candidate was planned to
be taken by July 2009, but was delayed for more
than two years.
Finally, the Saab Gripen E turned out to be the
winner.
On
30
November
2011,
the
Rüstungsprogramm 2012 (the annual defence
procurement programme) passed the Parliament.
This called for the acquisition of 22 Single-seat
Gripen Es in a contract worth 3.126 Billion SFR, with
deliveries planned between 2018 and 2021. The
deal was vetoed however by referendum on 18 May
2014, cancelling the order.
Final duties for the Tiger
As a result, the F-5Es had to soldier on for another
number of years. Earlier, on 15 January 2010, the
250,000th flying hour had been logged by a Swiss
F-5E, a milestone marking its safe and reliable
career over the Alps. But a further fleet reduction
was inevitable eventually. On 31 December 2017,
Fliegerstaffel 8 disbanded, and, following the closure

of Sion as a military air base in late 2017,
Fliegerstaffel 19 relocated to Emmen.
On 14 February 2018, the
Bundesrat
announced
the
disposal of military equipment
that was no longer needed. This
included 27 of the 53 F-5Es and
-Fs that were still on charge,
despite some being held already
in storage, since they had
reached
their
maximum
allowable flying hours. The
remaining aircraft – 22 F-5Es
and 4 F-5Fs - allowed to
perform the Tiger’s final duties:
acting as targets for training
purposes,
radioactivity
detection,
and
equipping
Patrouille Suisse. As of 2018,
the remaining two squadrons
purely act as service squadrons,
and will no longer undergo
annual
Wiederholungskurs
exercises.
Since the Tigers are no longer
used for air policing, air defence

relies solely on the Hornets. Meanwhile, the F/A-18
fleet is in service for over 20 years, and recently the
Hornet fleet was grounded
temporarily twice due to cracks in
the flap hinges. To relieve the F/
A-18s, a replacement for the
Tigers
is
desirable
soon.
Following the collapsed Gripen
deal, another evaluation was
started, focusing on the F/A-18E
Super
Hornet,
Rafale,
Eurofighter Typhoon and F-35A
Lightning II. The final Tiger II is
now expected to retire in 2025,
45 years after the first of these
reliable aircraft was delivered. ■
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Swiss air force F-5E/F squadrons
Fliegerstaffel 1
The Peace Alps II contract enabled FlSt 1 at
Dübendorf to exchange their Hunters for F-5Es in
1983. FlSt 1 was a full-time squadron, reporting to
the then Überwachungsgeschwader, and became
fully operational on the type in 1985. In wartime, the
squadron would move to Turtmann and placed
under the command of Fliegergeschwader 3. Both
FlSt 1 and FlGeschw 3 were deactivated on 31
December 2003 as a result of the Armee XXI
structure.

when activated. It falls under command of Escadre
d’Aviation 11, together with F/A-18 squadron EscAv
17. EscAv 6 is manned by pilots of the French part
of Switzerland. In 2017, the squadron held its last
annual WK exercise at Payerne, and as of 2018, the
squadron is one of two remaining Tiger squadrons,
tasked primarily as adversary squadron for training
Hornet pilots.
Fliegerstaffel 8
In June 1980, FlSt 8 became the second militia unit
after FlSt 19, that was equipped with F-5Es
delivered under the Peace Alps I contract. Working
up to its operational status in 1981, FlSt 8 would fall
under command of Fliegergeschwader 13 at
Meiringen in wartime. The local base support unit
Flugplatz Abteilung 13 organised the first one-day
exercise in which Tigers operated from a public road
(exercise Tauto on the N6 near Muensingen). The
squadron would remain based at Meiringen (with
FlSt 11 taking the place of FlSt 13 within FlGeschw
13 in 1995) for its entire F-5 years, but was
disbanded 31 December 2017 due to lack of
available aircraft and rated Tiger pilots.

Escadrille d’Aviation 6
EscAv 6 transferred from the Hunter to the F-5E in
1984, when the aircraft of Peace Alps II became
available. It became fully operational in 1996, and

initially operated out of Sion when fully activated, as
part of Fliegergeschwader 4. In 1995, it transferred
to Fliegergeschwader 3 (alongside FlSt 1) at
Turtmann. In the Armee XXI structure and following
the closure of Turtmann on 31 December 2003,
EscAv 6 moved to Payerne from where it operates

Fliegerstaffel 11
FlSt 11 was the second squadron to receive the F5E, replacing the Hunter in 1979 and becoming fully
operational in October that year. Based at
Dübendorf,
it
reported
to
the
Ueberwachungsgeschader as a full-time active
squadron. However, in wartime, it would relocate to
Alpnach under command of Fliegergeschwader 9.
Here, it operated alongside militia squadron FlSt 19.
Base support unit Flugplatz Abteilung 9 also
supported three one-day exercises during which
Tigers of both squadrons operated from public road
strips, on 15 October 1985 (exercise Tauto on

motorway N13 near Flums), 29 September 1988
(Tutti on the N8 near Alpnach) and 14 November
1991 (Strada on the N2 near Lodrino), the latter
being the very last such exercise held in
Switzerland. After jet operations ceased at Alpnach
by the end of 1994 in the Armee 95 concept, FlSt
11's wartime location changed to Meiringen, as part
of Fliegergeschwader 13. FlSt 11 converted to the F/
A-18 Hornet in 1999. The ‘tiger’ squadron became a
‘honorary member’ of the NATO Tiger association in
1981, but only started to fully attend the Tiger Meets
(with aircraft deployed) after receiving the Hornet.

Fliegerstaffel 13
The last militia squadron to receive the F-5E in
1984, and the only one to transfer from the Venom,
was FlSt 13. It would become operational at
Meiringen under Fliegergeschwader 13, until it
moved to Payerne early 1995 to become part of
Escadre d’Aviation 1 alongside EscAv 17 with the
Mirage IIIS and later the F/A-18C/D Hornet. As a
result of Armee XXI, FlSt 13 disbanded on 31
December 2003.

Ausbildungs- und Dienststaffel 16
Generally known as Staffel 16, it was established in
2000 at Dübendorf following the unit’s deactivation
as operational Mirage IIIS squadron during the
previous year. Staffel 16 was an all-round service
squadron involved in flight instruction, flying
dissimilar air combat missions against the
operational Hornet squadrons, and to provide ECM
training with F-5Fs equipped with the Vista 5 podded
jamming system. The squadron also formed the
home of jet pilots who graduated from flight school
and were waiting for their turn to convert to the
Hornet. Following the decision to cease jet
operations at Dübendorf late 2004, the squadron
moved to Payerne, where it disbanded late 2008.

Fliegerstaffel 18

Being a full-time active squadron of the
Überwachungsgeschwader, FlSt 18 was the first
squadron to receive the F-5E, replacing its Hunters
late 1978. It became fully operational at Dübendorf
in October 1979, however FlSt 18's wartime location
was Payerne as part of Escadre d’Aviation 1, to

where the squadron moved permanently during the
1990s. In 1995, the squadron’s wartime location
became Sion, as part of Fliegergeschwader 4. FlSt
18 exchanged their Tigers for Hornets in 1998.
Fliegerstaffel 19
The first militia squadron to receive the F-5E in April
1980 was FlSt 19. It was declared operational on the

type the next year. Following this, the squadron

would be fully activated at Alpnach in case of war
alongside
FlSt
11,
under
command
of
Fliegergeschwader 9. After jet operations ceased at
Alpnach,
the
squadron
relocated
to
Fliegergeschwader 11 at Mollis by the end of 1994.
Here, the squadron also operated three F-5Fs in the
jamming role, equipped with the Vista 5 system. This
role was taken over by Staffel 16 in 2000, after the
squadron got Buochs as new wartime location as
Mollis was, like Alpnach earlier, closed for jet
operations. At Buochs it came under control of
Fliegergeschwader 10, together with the Mirage
IIIRS-equipped FlSt 10. As Buochs was closed as
active base under Armee XXI, FlSt 19 again had to
move, this time to Sion were it was part of
Fliegergeschwader 14. This wing also commanded
FlSt 18 operating the Hornet.
The squadron’s moving around the country wasn’t
over yet. During January 2017, the squadron’s last
Wiederholungskurs was held at Sion, and by the
end of that year, the base closed. FlSt 19 and parent
unit FlGeschw 14 are currently located at Emmen.
Together with Esc Av 6, the unit now primarily serves
to train Hornet squadrons in the adversary role. FlSt
19 is the longest Swiss user of the F-5E, operating
the aircraft for some 40 years. ■

Swiss Air Force F-5E/F serials
F-5E
serial
J-3001
J-3002
J-3003
J-3004

c/n
L1001
L1002
L1003
L1004

USAF
76-1526
76-1527
76-1528
76-1529

J-3005 L1005 76-1530
J-3006
J-3007
J-3008
J-3009
J-3010
J-3011
J-3012
J-3013
J-3014

L1006
L1007
L1008
L1009
L1010
L1011
L1012
L1013
L1014

76-1531
76-1532
76-1533
76-1534
76-1535
76-1536
76-1537
76-1538
76-1539

J-3015
J-3016
J-3017
J-3018
J-3019
J-3020
J-3021
J-3022
J-3023
J-3024
J-3025
J-3026
J-3027
J-3028
J-3029
J-3030

L1015
L1016
L1017
L1018
L1019
L1020
L1021
L1022
L1023
L1024
L1025
L1026
L1027
L1028
L1029
L1030

76-1540
76-1541
76-1542
76-1543
76-1544
76-1545
76-1546
76-1547
76-1548
76-1549
76-1550
76-1551
76-1552
76-1553
76-1554
76-1555

J-3031 L1031 76-1556
J-3032 L1032 76-1557
J-3033 L1033 76-1558
J-3034 L1034 76-1559
J-3035 L1035 76-1560
J-3036 L1036 76-1561
J-3037 L1037 76-1562
J-3038 L1038 76-1563
J-3039 L1039 76-1564
J-3040 L1040 76-1565
J-3041 L1041 76-1566
J-3042
J-3043
J-3044
J-3045
J-3046
J-3047
J-3048
J-3049

L1042
L1043
L1044
L1045
L1046
L1047
L1048
L1049

76-1567
76-1568
76-1569
76-1570
76-1571
76-1572
76-1573
76-1574

fate/remark
sold to USA
sold to USA
sold to USA
leased to Austria,
returned then wfu 2008
leased to Austria,
returned
sold to USA
sold to USA
sold to USA
sold to USA
sold to USA
sold to USA
sold to USA
w/o 21 May 1981
leased to Austria,
returned then wfu 2008
sold to USA
w/o 22 Jan 1987
w/o 18 Nov 1981
sold to USA
sold to USA
sold to USA
sold to USA
sold to USA
sold to USA
sold to USA
sold to USA
sold to USA
w/o 4 Jul 1996
sold to USA
leased to Austria,
returned
sold to USA
sold to USA
leased to Austria,
returned
sold to USA
sold to USA
leased to Austria,
returned
sold to USA
leased to Austria,
returned
sold to USA
sold to USA
leased to Austria,
returned
w/o 10 Apr 1987
sold to USA
sold to USA
sold to USA
sold to USA
w/o 15 Aug 1984
sold to USA

J-3050 L1050 76-1575
J-3051 L1051 76-1576
J-3052 L1052 76-1577
J-3053
J-3054
J-3055
J-3056

L1053
L1054
L1055
L1056

76-1578
76-1579
76-1580
76-1581

J-3057 L1057 76-1582
J-3058
J-3059
J-3060
J-3061
J-3062
J-3063
J-3064
J-3065

L1058
L1059
L1060
L1061
L1062
L1063
L1064
L1065

76-1583
76-1584
76-1585
76-1586
76-1587
76-1588
76-1589
76-1590

J-3066
J-3067
J-3068
J-3069
J-3070
J-3071
J-3072
J-3073
J-3074
J-3075
J-3076
J-3077
J-3078
J-3079
J-3080
J-3081
J-3082
J-3083
J-3084
J-3085
J-3086

L1066
L1067
L1068
L1069
L1070
L1071
L1072
L1073
L1074
L1075
L1076
L1077
L1078
L1079
L1080
L1081
L1082
L1083
L1084
L1085
L1086

76-1591
81-0826
81-0827
81-0828
81-0829
81-0830
81-0831
81-0832
81-0833
81-0834
81-0835
81-0836
81-0837
81-0838
81-0839
81-0840
81-0841
81-0842
81-0843
81-0844
81-0845

J-3087
J-3088
J-3089
J-3090
J-3091
J-3092
J-3093
J-3094
J-3095
J-3096

L1087
L1088
L1089
L1090
L1091
L1092
L1093
L1094
L1095
L1096

81-0846
81-0847
81-0848
81-0849
81-0850
81-0851
81-0852
81-0853
81-0854
81-0855

J-3097 L1097 81-0856
J-3098 L1098 81-0857

sold to USA
sold to USA
leased to Austria,
returned
sold to USA
sold to USA
sold to USA
leased to Austria,
returned. Wfu and pres.
in PS c/s
leased to Austria,
returned. Wfu 2016,
preserved Payerne
sold to USA
w/o 9 Nov 1982
sold to USA
sold to USA
sold to USA
leased to Austria,
returned
sold to USA

w/o 22 Jan 1987

sold to USA
w/o 31 Oct 1994
Patrouille Suisse c/s
Patrouille Suisse c/s
Patrouille Suisse c/s
Patrouille Suisse c/s
Patrouille Suisse c/s
Patrouille Suisse c/s
Patrouille Suisse c/s,
w/o 9 June 2016
Patrouille Suisse c/s
Patrouille Suisse c/s
Patrouille Suisse c/s
Patrouille Suisse c/s
Patrouille Suisse c/s

damaged upon landing
10 Oct 2000, later w/o
and pres. Dübendorf as
“J-3013”

J-3099 L1099 -

F-5F
J-3201
J-3202
J-3203
J-3204

M1001
M1002
M1003
M1004

76-1592
76-1593
76-1594
76-1595

non-flyable instructional
airframe. Pres. Meiringen
as “J-3008”

Pres. Dübendorf

J-3205
J-3206
J-3207
J-3208
J-3209
J-3210
J-3211
J-3212

M1005
M1006
M1007
M1008
M1009
M1010
M1011
M1012

76-1596
76-1597
81-0858
81-0859
81-0860
81-0861
81-0862
81-0863

wfu
wfu
wfu
wfu
Vista 5
Vista 5
Vista 5

